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Real-Time Wireless, Contactless and Coreless
Monitoring of the Current Distribution in
Substation Conductors for Fault Diagnosis
A. Kadechkar, J.-R. Riba, Member, IEEE, M. Moreno-Eguilaz, J. Sanllehí

Abstract—Parallel conductors are found in electrical
transmission and distribution systems including large ampacity
feeders or loads. However, current unbalance often occurs,
especially in alternating current systems. This non-regular current
distribution causes overheating and premature ageing, facilitating
the occurrence of failures. Therefore, a fault diagnosis system is a
must, which can be performed by monitoring in real-time the
individual currents flowing through the conductors. In this paper
a setup including three parallel aluminum conductors of large
cross section, a spacer and two terminal substation connectors is
analyzed. A real-time, wireless, coreless and contactless system
based on three low cost Hall effect sensors is proposed, which is
also easy to install. Experimental results, which include fourteen
cases, comprising thirteen fault modes and a well installed set,
prove the suitability and potential of the proposed approach, since
it allows a correct real-time detection of all analyzed faulty
conditions as well as the detection of currents exceeding the
thermal rating of the conductors.
Index Terms—Current distribution, blind source separation,
non-intrusive current measurement, Hall effect, predictive
maintenance, real-time monitoring, fault diagnosis.

N

I. INTRODUCTION

OWADAYS wireless sensor networks are being
developed worldwide [1]–[4]. They can be applied for real
time monitoring of different parameters in existing power grids,
to enable them to be more controllable and reliable. Among the
measured parameters, electric current plays a key role. It has
been proved that this approach allows improving drastically
power system reliability and availability [5] by determining the
health condition of vital elements. By this way, early failure
symptoms can be diagnosed, so that suitable measures to
anticipate further degradation can be applied [6].
Electrical current sensors are widely used to measure
electrical current in many applications, including alternating
current (AC) and direct current (DC) applications, electrical
power distribution and consumption systems, power electronics
or residential applications among others [7]–[11]. Most of the
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solutions found in the technical literature are based on sensing
the magnetic flux density. Sensors for large currents typically
include a ferromagnetic core [6] for increasing the magnetic
flux density and protecting the sensor from external magnetic
influences [12]. Different authors have shown that in case of
parallel conductors, by discretizing the Ampere’s law [5], [12]–
[15], it is possible to avoid the use of a ferromagnetic core,
which is a bulky and costly solution [16], thus simplifying
installation, reducing cost, reducing vibrations, avoiding
nonlinearities due to saturation effects or minimizing corona
effects in high-voltage applications. Due to the continuous
improvements, multiple Hall effect sensors can be used
simultaneously for blind source separation, that is, to recover
the individual components of the current or magnetic flux
density of different sources [17]. In [15] four Hall sensors were
installed nearby four parallel conductors to determine their DC
currents in the range below 100 A. Although other current
sensors such as Rogowski coils or shunt resistors can be applied
to measure large currents in parallel conductors, they usually
modify the impedance of the conductors [15]. When
reconstructing the currents from the readings of the sensors, the
effects of external magnetic fields can have a significant
influence [12]. Therefore, it is mandatory to find a suitable
location to install the sensors in order to increase the distance
between the interference source and the arrangement
Power connectors are key elements in transmission systems
since they allow provide a continuous electrical path between
electrical conductors or bus bars [18], [19]. Therefore, they are
key elements of substations, playing a critical role in their
reliability and efficiency, since failed connectors can cause
major affectations in the entire substation [20], thus leading to
catastrophic consequences and huge economic costs. These
effects can be considerably reduced by continuously monitoring
the state of the connector in order to predict the failure in
advance, by applying a predictive maintenance plan.
Although electrical conductors supplied by DC present a
homogeneous current density distribution, under AC supply it
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tends to be not homogeneous due to the effects of the eddy
currents [21], [22]. When analyzing multi-conductor systems
such as the geometry analyzed in this work, eddy current
phenomenon, which arise in the form of skin and proximity
effects can be important [23], especially for conductors of large
radiuses which are very close each other. It results in an increase
of the effective AC resistance, thus raising power losses and the
operating temperature of the conductors. Such effects, which
cannot be ignored, limit the current carrying capacity of the
conductors. Therefore, the AC resistance must be known, since
it is a key design parameter [24]. However, it is not easy to
calculate by means of analytical expressions, since even for the
simplest configurations, such expressions are either very
complex or are not available [22]. This problem can be solved
by means of numerical methods [25]. Among them, the finite
element method (FEM) highlights, due to its flexibility and
accurate results.
This paper analyzes the current distribution in three large
conductors of the same phase, which are connected in parallel
and share the total phase current. The conductors carrying very
large currents (≈ 1000 A) are joined by the means of two
terminal substation connectors. It estimates the current in each
conductor by sensing the magnetic flux density around all
conductors [8], using non-intrusive coreless and contactless
Hall effect sensors [16]. In the technical literature there are very
few works analyzing the behavior of such sensors for very large
current applications [12], [14]. This paper proposes to apply a
predictive maintenance strategy by continuously monitoring the
current in the three parallel and identical conductors of the same
phase used in an AC substation, which are usually separated by
means of aluminum spacers. Even using spacers, the proximity
effect, which produces inductance differences [15], remains
important, thus leading to an uneven current distribution among
the three conductors. A real case is analyzed, in which, once
installed, it was detected an uneven current distribution among
the three parallel conductors due to the proximity effect and
poor installation practices, that finally led to a major failure.
This uneven current distribution is aggravated by the fact that
the contact resistances between the conductors and the terminal
connectors are different, which can be intensified due to poor
installation practices and ageing, thus unbalancing even more
the three currents, the associated power losses and the
temperatures of the individual connectors. In this paper it is
shown that the contact resistance between the terminal
connectors and the conductors is critical to determine the
amount of current passing through each conductor. This uneven
current distribution produces different thermal stresses in the
conductors, and thus, one of the conductor ages faster than the
others. This situation can eventually lead to premature and
sudden failure, which can cause catastrophic consequences in
the substation.
To minimize the effects of the analyzed problem, this paper
proposes applying a predictive maintenance plan based on
monitoring the currents of the three conductors in real-time. By
this way the amount of current in any conductor and the current
unbalance among the conductors can be monitored. To ensure
a safe operation of the system, the current in each conductor

must be less than its ampacity, that is, the maximum constant
current that the conductor can safely carry to meet security,
safety and design criteria under defined thermal conditions [26],
[27]. This work proposes to use three coreless Hall Effect
sensors to measure in real-time the electrical currents through
the three conductors. This solution allows minimizing the
number of Hall effect sensors while reducing maintenance
requirements and the uncertainty due to interfering nearby
sources of magnetic flux density generated by external current
carrying elements [8]. This approach also allows performing a
real-time diagnosis and quantify the current distribution
unevenness, while ensuring that the three conductors operate
below their thermal ratings.
II. HALL EFFECT SENSORS FOR LARGE CURRENT SENSING
The current flowing through a conductor can be measured
with different type of sensor technologies, including current
transformers, Rogowski coils, shunt resistors, or analog-bipolar
Hall effect sensors [28], [29] among others. However, when
focusing on high-current applications in the range 100-3000 A,
and taking into account several features such as sensor
accuracy, size, cost, low weight or maintenance requirements
among others, the Hall effect sensor is an appropriate choice
[30]. In the case of low-current applications, this sensor is often
combined with a toroidal magnetic core, thus being unsuitable
for the application studied in this paper [30], [31], due to the
dimensions of the toroidal magnetic core that facilitates corona
appearance conditions in high-voltage applications, the
generated vibrations, the added extra weight and cost and the
difficulty to assemble. These disadvantages can be overcome
by using coreless Hall effect sensors, due to the high magnetic
flux density close to the conductors.
The Hall effect sensor generates an output voltage which is
related to the magnitude of the magnetic flux density. Since the
magnetic flux density near a conductor is proportional to the
current carrying this conductor, the output voltage can be
related to the current. This type of sensor allows performing a
contactless measurement of both DC and AC electrical currents,
this being another advantage of this technology.
The relationship between the output voltage provided by the
sensor VHall and the external magnetic flux density B [T] due to
the conductor can be written as follows [15], [30],
B

VHall
V
 Hall
k·[1  kT ·(t  25)] K (t )

(1)

where k [V/T] is the sensitivity of the Hall effect sensor, kT
[0.0012 ºC-1] is the sensitivity correction factor due to
temperature, and t [ºC] the actual temperature of the sensor.
It is worth noting that the sensitivity k is affected by
positioning tolerances [31], conductor dimensions or
orientation of the sensor. To minimize the error, it must be
calibrated, if possible, in situ by means of a reference Rogowski
coil.
From (1), it results,
k

VHall
B·[1  kT ·(t  25)]

(2)
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As explained, coreless Hall effect sensors are selected for this
application, considering that they are placed in a known and
fixed position, and that the radius r of the conductor and the
distance h are also known. Under this assumption, when dealing
with a single rectilinear conductor of circular cross-section,
according to the Biot–Savart law [30] and Fig. 1 it results,
0 I
(3)
B
2 (r  h)

and the connector, and the different contact pressure of the
conductors. It is noted that there are only two bolts for the three
conductors in every cap, as shown in Fig. 2.

I1

I2

1

I3

2

3
a)

Fig. 1. Magnetic flux line generated by a rectilinear conductor of radius r at a
distance h from its surface.

According to (3), since o = 4·10-7 [N/A2], if the magnetic
flux density and B the position r + h [m] of the sensor are
known, the current I [A] in the conductor can be obtained as,
B·(r  h)
(4)
I
2·107
III. WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS
The system proposed in this work is compatible with wireless
communications. It features a low-cost, small-size and very low
power consumption solution. Fig. 2 shows the sensors and
wireless communication system based on the Bluetooth SoC
nRF52832 from Nordic Semiconductors. The Bluetooth system
transmits the data to a gateway, which is further processed by
means of Matlab®, which applies the equations detailed in
Sections II and IV.
The gateway used in this work is a standard PC (Intel®
Core™ i7-3770 CPU 3.4 GHz) with Bluetooth compatibility,
although many other solutions are possible, depending on the
specific application [32], [33].

Fig. 2. The analyzed connectors, spacer and conductors with the sensors and the
wireless communication system.

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
This section sets the mathematical equations that describe the
relationship between the currents and the magnetic flux density
strength close to the three parallel conductors shown in Fig. 3.
Therefore, the equations for blind source separation are
detailed.
In the arrangement shown in Fig. 3a, due to the three parallel
conductors of the same phase, there is an asymmetrical flux
density distribution due to the effects of any conductor on the
remaining ones (see Fig. 3b). This, in turn, produces an uneven
distribution of the current density in each conductor, and thus,
the outer conductors tend to carry more current than the central
one. In practical cases, this effect can be boosted because of the
different contact resistances between the individual conductors

b)

c)
Fig. 3. a) Analyzed connectors, spacer and conductors. There are three parallel
aluminum conductors of circular cross-section connected to the same phase.
The black rectangles correspond to the Hall effect sensors mounted close to the
conductors. b) Magnetic flux density contour plot (T) obtained from FEM
simulations. c) Uneven current density (A/m2) in the three conductors due to
the effects of eddy currents obtained from FEM simulations.

A. Determination of the three currents from the magnetic
field close to the conductors
The magnetic flux density seen by any of the three Hall
sensors displayed in Fig. 4a is affected by the magnetic flux
densities generated by the two adjacent conductors.

r+h

B11 B12
1 2r 2

B13
3
D

y
x

Hall
s ensor

a)
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α1
2r

1

α2
D

The modulus of the magnetic flux density seen by the Hall
sensor placed in the central conductor, B2, can be calculated as,
(9)
B2  ( B12 x  B22 x  B32 x ) 2  ( B12 y  B22 y  B32 y ) 2

Hall s ensor

2
D

r+h
3

b)
Fig. 4. a) Three-conductors forming a go circuit. Magnetic flux density
distribution generated by conductor 1. Note that B12 is the magnetic flux density
generated by conductor 1 affecting Hall sensor 2. b) Detail of the angles α1 and
α2 used to determine the components of the magnetic flux density.

Assuming different currents in the three conductors I1, I2 and
I3, respectively, the x and y components of the magnetic flux
density seen by the three Hall sensors can be calculated as
follows.
0 ·I1

 B11x  2· ·( r  h)

 B11 y  0

0 ·I 2
B 
·sin( 2 )
 21x 2· · D 2  (r  h) 2
(5)


0 ·I 2
B 
·cos( 2 )
 21 y 2· · D 2  (r  h) 2


0 ·I 3
·sin(1 )
 B31x 
2· · D 2  ( r  h) 2


0 ·I 3
 B31 y 
·cos(1 )

2· · D 2  (r  h) 2
The modulus of the magnetic flux density seen by the Hall
sensor placed in conductor 1, B1, is calculated as,
(6)
B1  ( B11 x  B21 x  B31 x ) 2  ( B11 y  B21 y  B31 y ) 2
The angle 1 between the center of the external conductor
and the opposite external sensor, and  2 between the center of
the middle conductor and the external sensor (Fig. 4b) are given
as,

rh
1  atan  2·D 




r
h



  atan


 2
D



(7)

Similarly, the modulus of the magnetic flux density seen by
the Hall sensor placed near conductor 2 (B2), can be calculated
as,
0·I1

·sin( 2 )
 B12 x 
2· · D 2  (r  h) 2


0·I1
·cos( 2 )
 B12 y  

2· · D 2  (r  h) 2
(8)

 B  0 ·I 2
22
x

2· ·(r  h)

B  0
 22 y

0 ·I 3
·sin( 2 )
 B32 x 
2· · D 2  (r  h)2


0·I 3
 B32 y 
·cos( 2 )

2· · D 2  (r  h) 2

Finally, B3, the modulus of the magnetic flux density seen by
the Hall sensor placed near conductor 3, can be calculated as,
0·I1

·sin(1 )
 B13 x 
2· · D 2  ( r  h) 2


0 ·I1
·cos(1 )
 B13 y  

2· · D 2  ( r  h) 2

(10)
0 ·I 2
B 
·sin(
)

2
 23 x
2· · D 2  ( r  h) 2


0 ·I 2
B  
·cos( 2 )
 23 y
2· · D 2  ( r  h) 2


0·I 3
 B33 x  2· ·( r  h)

 B33 y  0
B3  ( B13 x  B23 x  B33 x )2  ( B13 y  B23 y  B33 y )2

(11)

B. Mathematical model for single-axis Hall effect sensors
The sensors used in this work are only sensitive to one axis,
for instance the x axis. The mathematical development provided
in (5) - (11) takes into account both x and y components of the
magnetic flux density. Therefore, when only considering the x
component of the magnetic flux density, (6), (9) and (11) can
be rewritten as,
(12)
B1  ( B11x  B21x  B31x )2
B2 

( B12 x  B22 x  B32 x ) 2

(13)

B3 

( B13 x  B 23 x  B33 x ) 2

(14)

C.

Initial calibration of the Hall sensor sensitivity
To calibrate the three Hall effect sensors, their sensitivity
must be estimated. The calibration can be done experimentally
by comparing their output values with those provided by a
calibrated Rogowski coil. The readings of the Rogowski coil,
that is, I1ref, I2ref and I3ref can be substituted into (5), (8) and (10),
thus obtaining the resulting magnetic flux densities B1, B2 and
B3 from (12), (13) and (14), respectively.
Next, from B1, B2 and B3, once the voltage provided by each
individual sensor is known, and by applying (2), the sensitivity
of each sensor is obtained.
D. After-calibration stage
Once the Hall sensors are calibrated, they can measure their
respective magnetic flux densities. By applying (5), (8) and (10)
and substituting into (12), (13) and (14), respectively, a three
equation system emerges, in which the unknown variables are
I1, I2 and I3. Next, by using the vpa solver from Matlab® or a
similar alternative, the three currents through the conductors I1,
I2 and I3 can be obtained.
The procedure to calibrate the sensors and to determine the
three individual I1, I2 and I3 from the readings of the three Hall
sensors is summarized in Fig. 5.
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Calibration stage
Hall effect sensors
Measure VHall1,re f,VHall2,re f and VHall3,ref
Calibration with
Rogowski coil

Calcul ate the sensitivity
for each sensor by
applying (12), (13) and
(14) in (2)

Measure I1,ref, I2,ref and I3,re f

Temperature
compensation
T‐type thermocoup le

k1, k2, k3
After‐calibration stage
Calculate the magnetic
field B1, B2 and B3

Measure
VHall1,VHall2, VHall3

VHall
V
B
 Hall
k·[1  kT ·(t  25)] K (t )

Temperature
compensation
T‐type thermocouple
kT = 0.0012

Table 1 shows the resistance values obtained by applying this
method. Such values clearly indicate an unbalance of the
individual resistances, and hence, an unbalance of the currents
flowing through each conductor, even when applying good
installation practices.

Calculation of I1, I2 and I3
with vpa Matlab function
from (12), (13) and (14)

Compare I1, I2 and I3
with the thermal ratings and
determine the uneveness of the
current distribution

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the blind source approach presented in this paper for
determining the three currents I1, I2 and I3 under AC power frequency supply.

V. CONTACT RESISTANCE OF THE THREE CONDUCTORS
In this section the resistances between the three conductors
and the connector are calculated to prove that even with a
suitable installation, these different resistances aggravate the
uneven current distribution among the three conductors.
Fig. 6 shows the procedure applied to measure the resistances
between the three conductors and the connector.
When determining the three resistances between the
conductors and the terminal connector according to the
procedure shown in Fig. 6, the following equation arises,
I1,i  I 2,i  I 3,i  ITotal ,i
V1,i
R1



V2,i
R2



V3,i
R3

Fig. 6. Measurement of the contact resistance by using a Centurion microohmmeter from Raytech. The total current ITotal was measured with the microohmmeter, whereas the voltage drops V1, V2 and V3 were measured with a
Fluke 289 digital multimeter.

(15)

 ITotal,i

Since in (15) there are three unknowns (R1, R2 and R3), to
determine the values of the unknowns, three equations are
required (i = 1, 2, 3). This issue was solved by applying three
external current levels (50, 100 and 200 ADC) to measure ITotal,i
and V1,i, V2,i and V3,i with i = 1, 2, 3. This method allows
quantifying the resistance unbalance among the three
conductors, so it can be useful during installation. Finally, the
three equations in (15) can be solved simultaneously to obtain
the individual resistances R1, R2 and R3.

Table 1. Individual resistances between the conductors and the
connector in both connectors calculated by applying (15)
Connector 1
Connector 2
Resistance (Ω)
Resistance (Ω)
R1
R2
R3
R1
R2
R3
9.7
10.0
4.8
9.8
6.5
10.0

The unbalance in the resistances is due to several factors
including small imperfections in the inner contact surfaces
between the conductor and the connector or differ contact
pressures of the three conductors, since they are not
symmetrically bolted, among others. The effect of the uneven
resistances adds up to the effect of the uneven current
distribution due to the proximity effect, as shown in Fig. 3c,
such effects being unavoidable. They can be aggravated due to
poor installation practices, non-parallel installation of the
conductors, or the effects of nearby elements carrying current
such as conductors, bus bars or return paths among others.
Thus, the best option is to minimize the contact resistance as
much as possible. To this end it is necessary to brush the inner
surface of the connector and the outer surfaces of the conductors
and to apply grease in the interfaces between the conductors and
the connector, as well as to ensure an adequate torque in all
bolting elements.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section summarizes the experimental results performed
to validate the correct behavior of the proposed system. The
elements used during the experiments are displayed in Fig. 7.
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B. Current mismatch for induced faults

In this section several experiments were performed to force
different faults. This strategy was applied in order to verify
whether the proposed system is able to detect these different
faults. To this end, 14 scenarios are analyzed, which are
summarized in Fig. 8.

High‐current
transformer
Terminal
connector

Bus bar

Spacer and sensing
elements
3 conductors

Bus bar

Rogowski coil
Spacer

a)

b)
Fig. 7. a) Experimental setup used in this work including the conducting loop
with the three conductors, the spacer and the terminal connectors, the highcurrent transformer and the three Hall sensors. b) Terminal connectors, spacer
and the three conductors.

As shown in Fig. 7, the test loop is composed of bus bars of
rectangular cross section, which are connected to the two
terminal connectors, the spacer and three aluminum conductors
(length = 1 m and diameter = 32 cm) with an ampacity of 1015
A. Three DRV5053 analog-bipolar Hall effect sensors from
Texas Instruments and a 4000D Rogowski coil from Chauvin
Arnoux were used to measure the current in the conductors. A
T-type thermocouple connected to a Fluke 51 II digital
thermometer was used to measure the temperature.
A. Comparison of the results of the proposed system against
those of the Rogowski coil
In this section the results provided by the approach proposed
in this paper based on the three Hall sensors and developed in
Section IV, are compared against the values provided by a
calibrated Rogowski coil. They are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Comparative results between the measurements performed
with the calibrated Rogowski coil and the proposed system
Total
Rogowski coil (A) Proposed system (A)
Error (%)
(A)
ITotal
I1
I2
I3
I1
I2
I3
I1
I2
I3
86
105
107
89
97
2.6 3.3 7.5
 300 110
245 193 227 0.7 0.6 3.0
 650 243 192 234
363 297 350 1.2 2.6 0.4
 1000 368 290 351
491 404 471 0.7 3.8 0.3
 1350 495 389 472
589 473 590 0.5 1.5 4.7
 1600 592 466 564
702 575 687 1.1 2.6 1.1
 1950 710 560 679
822 691 795 0.9 5.5 0.5
 2250 830 655 791
937 748 899 0.9 1.6 1.5
 2550 928 736 886
 2900 1052 835 999 1065 852 1025 1.2 2.0 2.6
 3200 1171 934 1113 1206 907 1154 3.0 2.9 3.7

Results summarized in Table 2 clearly show a good
agreement between the measurements performed with the
calibrated Rogowski coil and those performed with the
proposed method.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Fig. 8. The fourteen analyzed scenarios. The red crosses represent a total
disconnection of the section of the conductor.

The 14 cases summarized in Fig. 8 were analyzed under five
operating conditions each. Therefore, a total of 70 (14x5)
experiments were conducted. The five operating conditions
correspond to different current levels through the conductors. It
is noted that case 1 corresponds to a well installed connector,
whereas the remaining ones correspond to fault cases. In
addition, case 4 presents a resistance mismatch because an
asymmetry in the input and output bus bars.
Figs. 9 show the current measured by the Rogowski coil
through the three conductors and those measured by the three
Hall effect sensors after applying the mathematical processing
according to (5) - (14).
Experimental results presented in Fig. 9 show a good match
between the results attained with the approach proposed in this
paper and those provided by the Rogowski coil. Main
differences can be due to the fact that Hall sensors have some
sensitivity in the y axis (although much less than in the x axis),
and also due to geometrical differences of the experimental
setup from the three straight wires geometry, thus causing a
distortion of the magnetic flux density which is not considered
in Section IV. It is worth noting that in this application,
accuracy requirements of the proposed system are quite low,
since it only has to check that the three currents are below a
certain threshold value given by the thermal rating of the
conductors or by a current mismatch among the conductors.
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1400

Conductor 1

From the results summarized in Table 3 it is concluded that
fault conditions can be detected when any of the conductors
carries less than 20% of the total current, this being the
threshold value proposed in this work. Since by means of the
proposed wireless real-time system the faults can be detected,
an alarm signal can be generated in the event of a fault.
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Fig. 9. Comparative results between the method proposed in this work and the
ones provided by the Rogowski coil. a) Current through conductor 1. b) Current
through conductor 2 (central conductor). c) Current through conductor 3.

C. Fault condition detection
Table 3 shows the current distribution for the analyzed cases,
including a well installed connector and13 fault modes.
Table 3. Current distribution in each conductor in percentage with
respect to the total current for the fourteen analyzed cases.
Case Average current in
Fault
Fault
% with respect to
induced
detected
the total current
I1
I2
I3
1
36.2 29.2 34.7
No fault
No fault
2
0.0 93.3 6.7 Cond. 1 and 3 disconnected
Yes
3
7.7 87.2 5.1
Cond. 3 disconnected and
Yes
resistance mismatch
4
13.3 37.3 49.4
Resistance mismatch
Yes
5
85.2 14.8 0.0 Cond. 2 and 3 disconnected
Yes
6
49.2 8.9 41.9 Cond. 2 disconnected and
Yes
resistance mismatch
7
0.0 79.1 20.9 Cond. 1 disconnected and
Yes
resistance mismatch
8
0.0
0.1 99.9 Cond. 1 and 2 disconnected
Yes
9
0.0 94.2 5.8 Cond. 1 and 3 disconnected
Yes
10
0.0 17.5 82.5 Cond. 1 and 2 disconnected
Yes
11
1.6
0.5 97.9 Cond. 1 and 2 disconnected
Yes
12
0.3 52.0 47.7 Cond. 1 disconnected and
Yes
resistance mismatch
13
82.5 15.3 2.2 Cond. 2 and 3 disconnected
Yes
14
77.4 22.4 0.2 Cond. 2 and 3 disconnected
Yes

D. Thermal rating limitation
Another potential fault situation is when the current in any of
the conductors exceeds its ampacity or thermal rating. Table 4
illustrates this problem when analyzing case 1, corresponding
to a well installed connector. This potentially dangerous
situation can be predicted by means of the real-time monitoring
of the currents in each conductor, thus producing an alarm when
the current through any of the conductors is higher than 100%
of its ampacity.
Table 4. Case 1 corresponding to the three connected conductors.
Current distribution in each conductor in percentage with respect to the
ampacity
Case 1
% of maximum ampacity (1015 Amps)
Total current
Conductor 1
Conductor 2
Conductor 3
(A)
(%)
(%)
(%)
293.4
10.6
8.8
9.6
664.9
24.1
19.0
22.4
1010.6
35.8
29.3
34.5
1365.7
48.4
39.8
46.4
1652.3
58.0
46.6
58.2
1963.4
69.2
56.6
67.7
2308.2
81.0
68.1
78.3
2583.6
92.3
73.7
88.6
2941.8
104.9*
83.9
101.0*
3266.9
118.8*
89.4
113.7*
*Alarm triggered because the current is higher than the ampacity

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper a non-intrusive coreless and contactless
arrangement using three Hall effect sensors has been proposed
for blind source separation of the three currents generated by
three parallel substation conductors of the same phase. This
system allows a simple, low cost and light weight solution for
real-time monitoring with very low maintenance requirements.
By analyzing fourteen cases including a well installed
connector and thirteen fault modes, it has been shown that the
proposed approach allows a correct real-time detection of 100%
of the fault modes. Even more, the proposed system also allows
detecting currents above the thermal rating of any conductor,
thus preventing the whole arrangement from overheating and
premature ageing. These good results justify the use of the
proposed method for early fault detection in parallel conductors
in real-time using coreless, small size and low cost sensors.
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